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Nicaragua's ethereal beauty and anarchic charms make travelling in the country an intense

adventure. From the tempestuous spine of volcanoes that run down towards vast Lake

Nicaragua, to the sultry rhythms of Caribbean life on the Corn Islands, Footprint's Handbook

will ensure you get the most from your trip with all the information you’ll need.• Great coverage

of sights and activities, from the romantic city of Granada to the enchanting Isla Ometepe•

Loaded with information and suggestions on how to get off the beaten track, from the

wilderness of Bosawas Biosphere Reserve to witnessing turtle migration in the cays• Includes

comprehensive information on everything from transport and practicalities to history, culture &

landscape• Plus all the usual accommodation, eating and drinking listings for every budget•

Full-colour planning section to inspire you and help you find the best experiencesFrom the

energy & dramatic setting of Managua to the verdant hills surrounding the coffee fincas,

Footprint’s fully updated 6th edition will help you navigate this gripping, intense and poetic

country.



Planning your tripManagua and aroundMasaya and aroundGranada and aroundSouthern

Pacific coastIsla de OmetepeRío San Juan and the Archipiélago SolentinameLeón and

aroundNorthern highlandsBackgroundFootnotes

This isNicaraguaNicaragua is a land born out of poetry, fire and brazen revolutionary spirit; few

countries can boast such an authentic character. The 1979 Sandinista Revolution, more than

other historical episode, is indelibly etched on the Nicaraguan psyche. As a moment of self-

realization, it continues to inspire great national pride and endless passionate discourse.Sadly,

over a decade of civil war left its mark too, with broken infrastructure, poverty, unemployment

and a lingering negative image. Fortunately, those dark days are gone, and Nicaragua is at

lasting peace and very much on its way up. Burgeoning foreign investment, including a bold

new transoceanic canal project, signal dramatic transformations for this long overlooked

Central American nation, but head off the beaten track and development is patchy: power cuts

are common, many towns lack paved roads, horses and carts are still widely used and wood

remains the principal source of fuel.Despite Nicaragua’s hardships, the nation’s cultural life is

among the most sophisticated in Central America. The country revels in unique forms of dance,

music and festivals, many of them with pre-Hispanic roots. But most of all Nicaragua breathes

poetry, the unrivalled national passion. It has produced some of the most important poets in the

history of the Spanish language.Nicaragua’s expressive and tempestuous national

temperament runs in striking parallel to its volatile geological scenery. A rugged spine of more

than 50 volcanoes runs from the northwest Pacific to the watery expanse of Lake Nicaragua.

Elsewhere, nearly 20% of the country’s land mass is an officially protected area. These diverse

ecosystems include rainforests, cloudforests, and wetlands, which guard 10% of the earth’s

biodiversity.Richard ArghirisBest ofNicaraguatop things to do and see Laguna de ApoyoTake a

dip in the thermally heated waters of this laguna, the most stunning of Nicaragua’s 15 crater

lakes, which changes colour through azure, turquoise and navy blue. Surrounded by dense

tropical forest teeming with wildlife, it has some great hikes around its shores. See here. Isla de

OmetepeSling a hammock on the magical island of Ometepe, a bastion of peace, tranquillity

and numinous volcanic beauty. Set on the largest lake in Central America, Lago Nicaragua, it’s

also home to twin volcanoes and mysterious pre-Columbian idols. Volcán Concepción is active,

while the extinct Volcán Maderas has a mist-shrouded crater lake near its summit. See here.

Río San JuanNavigate the remote Río San Juan which flows from Lake Nicaragua to the

Caribbean. There’s excellent wildlife spotting, including howler monkeys, macaws and toucans,

in the protected rainforest and wetlands lining the river. Along the way, stay in riverfront fishing

communities, their houses perched on stilts over the water. See here. LeónPropose a toast to

revolution in Nicaragua’s hip and buzzing party town, home to a mighty cathedral, handsome

plazas and a wealth of regal colonial houses, as well as being one of Central America’s finest

colonial cities. León is surrounded by active volcanoes which are good for climbing, hiking and

sandboarding. See here. Northern highlandsA chain of volcanoes lie in the rugged northern

highlands where campesino culture predominates. In the fertile coffee-growing mountains you

can sip a cup of coffee, then hike to see where it’s grown. You can also explore misty highland

villages, precious cloudforest reserves and pine forests, and see interesting crafts being made.

See here. Northern Atlantic Autonomous Region (RAAN)Discover lost-in-time Miskito and Afro-

Caribbean communities in this isolated area. Surrounded by dense forests, a sturdy boat and a

trustworthy guide will be necessary to navigate the river and remote Miskito settlements



around Bilwi and Waspam. Only the truly brave and adventurous will get this far. See

here.Routeplannerputting it all togetherFor such a tiny country, there’s a lot to see and do in

Nicaragua. Fortunately, road communication in the Pacific Basin is good and most areas of

interest are less than 200 km from the capital. A great deal of ground can be covered in a

matter of days using express intercity buses, local tour operators or hired taxis.The rest of

Nicaragua is off the beaten track with large nature reserves and small villages devoid of

travellers and commercialization. Travel on the east side of the country can be particularly time-

consuming and comparatively expensive. If time is limited, plan carefully and weigh the

benefits of your chosen destinations against the hours that might be spent in getting there.Two

weeks: León, Pacific coast and northern highlandscoffee, communities and revolutionThe

areas north and northwest of Managua are rich in coffee plantations, remote farming

communities, verdant nature reserves, smoking volcanoes, rolling mountains and gripping tales

of the revolution. Their appeal is often unconventional, but the region is no less rewarding than

the more-visited sites in the south.The vibrant colonial city of León lies under two hours from

the capital and is a great place to begin. Be sure to summit a volcano or two, perhaps volcano

boarding down the slopes of Cerro Negro, before hitting the Pacific beaches of Las Peñitas and

Poneloya. More intrepid travellers can continue to the remote Cosigüina Peninsula before

backtracking and cutting east to the coffee capital of Matagalpa, two or three hours

away.Scores of intriguing coffee fincas pepper the hills around Matagalpa, including the

German-built Selva Negra and the award-winning Esperanza Verde. An hour north of

Matagalpa up a winding mountain road is the refreshing highland city of Jinotega with its

access to fine nature reserves and Apanás lake. From Jinotega, you can descend the

mountains to the agricultural city of Estelí, where the finest cigars in Central America are

rolled.The massive Reserva Natural Miraflor, just outside the city, is the best community

tourism project in the country and offers visitors the rewarding chance to experience rural life

up close.From Estelí it’s possible to continue north to the sleepy village of Somoto and, in the

dry season, take a lazy trip through its nearby canyon. Beyond, the village of Totogalpa offers

glimpses of lost-in-time rural life, as does Ciudad Antigua, which is best accessed from the

border town of Ocotal. Now a stone’s throw from Honduras, getting back to the capital is simply

a matter of jumping on a southbound express bus.Two to three weeks: Granada, Masaya and

San Juan del Surthe best of southern NicaraguaAfter arriving at the international airport, most

travellers skip Managua and make a bee-line for the laid-back colonial city of Granada, just one

hour away. The city’s touristic infrastructure is well developed and it makes a safe base for

exploring the region.In Granada, few visitors can resist a jaunt on Lake Nicaragua, Central

America’s largest freshwater lake, or a trip to Volcán Mombacho, where you can hike or zip-line

through cloud-drenched forests. Alternatively, many head to the mysterious island of Zapatera,

or to the rural communities perched on Mombacho’s slopes.A shopping trip to the city of

Masaya, just 30 minutes from Granada, is an obligatory venture. Few fail to be refreshed by the

tranquil waters of Laguna de Apoyo, whilst side-trips to smoking Volcán Masaya, the pottery

town of San Juan de Oriente and the flower-filled village of Catarina are also rewarding.From

Granada, it’s just a two-hour bus journey to the city of Rivas. From there, you can hop straight

on a bus to the sunny town of San Juan del Sur, 45 minutes away, to enjoy the crashing surf of

the Pacific and, if in season, the unforgettable spectacle of thousands of hatching sea turtles at

the Refugio de Vida Silvestre La Flor.If you can tear yourself away, backtrack to Rivas and beat

a path to the port of San Jorge, 15 minutes down the road. From there, boats regularly depart

to the glorious island of Ometepe with its rustic villages and twin volcano complex. You’ll need

a few days to soak up the ambience and explore everything it has to offer.If time is not an



issue, Ometepe is the departure point for an overnight ferry to the remote Río San Juan

province. Once you’ve arrived in the jungle gateway of San Carlos, you’ll have the option to

explore the teeming wetlands of Guatuzo or the bucolic artists’ colony of the Solentiname

archipelago.A trip down the Río San Juan to the old Spanish fortress of El Castillo, however, is

the real highlight of the region. From there, you’ll be able to organize expeditions into the virgin

rainforests of the Indio-Maíz reserve. Getting back to Managua from this remote area is not as

hard as it seems because single propeller airplanes depart from San Carlos to the capital daily

– an adventure in themselves.Two to three weeks: Bluefields, Corn Islands and Miskito

heartlandCaribbean dreamsNicaragua’s Caribbean coast is a world unto itself, with few roads

and almost zero touristic infrastructure. It offers some seriously challenging adventure travel for

those bold enough to tackle it, and, beyond the well-visited Corn Islands, careful planning is

required to safely navigate this wily frontier land.Bluefields, the heart and soul of the Southern

Atlantic Autonomous Region, is a sensible place to start. A lightly dilapidated but reasonably

populated coastal port, it offers a manageable introduction to the multicultural world of the

Caribbean. Just one hour away along jungle-shrouded rivers, the diverse communities of the

Pearl Lagoon basin offer the chance to really relax into the local way of life.If it’s beaches

you’re seeking, the fabled paradise atolls of the Corn Islands lie five to eight hours from

Bluefields by ferry. Some serious hammock-time is mandatory, but don’t forget to check out the

scintillating coral reefs just off shore.Back on the mainland, the adventure really begins as you

head north to Bilwi, the Miskito capital of the North Atlantic Autonomous Region. There are no

roads from Bluefields so, unless you’re prepared to slog up the coast on random fishing boats,

a plane is the best way in. From Bilwi, you have the option to visit all kinds of interesting end-of-

the-world communities, including the village of Waspam on the Río Coco. This is deep in

Miskito territory and the ride only gets wilder the further you go.

This isNicaraguaNicaragua is a land born out of poetry, fire and brazen revolutionary spirit; few

countries can boast such an authentic character. The 1979 Sandinista Revolution, more than

other historical episode, is indelibly etched on the Nicaraguan psyche. As a moment of self-

realization, it continues to inspire great national pride and endless passionate discourse.Sadly,

over a decade of civil war left its mark too, with broken infrastructure, poverty, unemployment

and a lingering negative image. Fortunately, those dark days are gone, and Nicaragua is at

lasting peace and very much on its way up. Burgeoning foreign investment, including a bold

new transoceanic canal project, signal dramatic transformations for this long overlooked

Central American nation, but head off the beaten track and development is patchy: power cuts

are common, many towns lack paved roads, horses and carts are still widely used and wood

remains the principal source of fuel.Despite Nicaragua’s hardships, the nation’s cultural life is

among the most sophisticated in Central America. The country revels in unique forms of dance,

music and festivals, many of them with pre-Hispanic roots. But most of all Nicaragua breathes

poetry, the unrivalled national passion. It has produced some of the most important poets in the

history of the Spanish language.Nicaragua’s expressive and tempestuous national

temperament runs in striking parallel to its volatile geological scenery. A rugged spine of more

than 50 volcanoes runs from the northwest Pacific to the watery expanse of Lake Nicaragua.

Elsewhere, nearly 20% of the country’s land mass is an officially protected area. These diverse

ecosystems include rainforests, cloudforests, and wetlands, which guard 10% of the earth’s

biodiversity.Richard ArghirisBest ofNicaraguatop things to do and see Laguna de ApoyoTake a

dip in the thermally heated waters of this laguna, the most stunning of Nicaragua’s 15 crater

lakes, which changes colour through azure, turquoise and navy blue. Surrounded by dense



tropical forest teeming with wildlife, it has some great hikes around its shores. See here. Isla de

OmetepeSling a hammock on the magical island of Ometepe, a bastion of peace, tranquillity

and numinous volcanic beauty. Set on the largest lake in Central America, Lago Nicaragua, it’s

also home to twin volcanoes and mysterious pre-Columbian idols. Volcán Concepción is active,

while the extinct Volcán Maderas has a mist-shrouded crater lake near its summit. See here.

Río San JuanNavigate the remote Río San Juan which flows from Lake Nicaragua to the

Caribbean. There’s excellent wildlife spotting, including howler monkeys, macaws and toucans,

in the protected rainforest and wetlands lining the river. Along the way, stay in riverfront fishing

communities, their houses perched on stilts over the water. See here. LeónPropose a toast to

revolution in Nicaragua’s hip and buzzing party town, home to a mighty cathedral, handsome

plazas and a wealth of regal colonial houses, as well as being one of Central America’s finest

colonial cities. León is surrounded by active volcanoes which are good for climbing, hiking and

sandboarding. See here. Northern highlandsA chain of volcanoes lie in the rugged northern

highlands where campesino culture predominates. In the fertile coffee-growing mountains you

can sip a cup of coffee, then hike to see where it’s grown. You can also explore misty highland

villages, precious cloudforest reserves and pine forests, and see interesting crafts being made.

See here. Northern Atlantic Autonomous Region (RAAN)Discover lost-in-time Miskito and Afro-

Caribbean communities in this isolated area. Surrounded by dense forests, a sturdy boat and a

trustworthy guide will be necessary to navigate the river and remote Miskito settlements

around Bilwi and Waspam. Only the truly brave and adventurous will get this far. See

here.Routeplannerputting it all togetherFor such a tiny country, there’s a lot to see and do in

Nicaragua. Fortunately, road communication in the Pacific Basin is good and most areas of

interest are less than 200 km from the capital. A great deal of ground can be covered in a

matter of days using express intercity buses, local tour operators or hired taxis.The rest of

Nicaragua is off the beaten track with large nature reserves and small villages devoid of

travellers and commercialization. Travel on the east side of the country can be particularly time-

consuming and comparatively expensive. If time is limited, plan carefully and weigh the

benefits of your chosen destinations against the hours that might be spent in getting there.Two

weeks: León, Pacific coast and northern highlandscoffee, communities and revolutionThe

areas north and northwest of Managua are rich in coffee plantations, remote farming

communities, verdant nature reserves, smoking volcanoes, rolling mountains and gripping tales

of the revolution. Their appeal is often unconventional, but the region is no less rewarding than

the more-visited sites in the south.The vibrant colonial city of León lies under two hours from

the capital and is a great place to begin. Be sure to summit a volcano or two, perhaps volcano

boarding down the slopes of Cerro Negro, before hitting the Pacific beaches of Las Peñitas and

Poneloya. More intrepid travellers can continue to the remote Cosigüina Peninsula before

backtracking and cutting east to the coffee capital of Matagalpa, two or three hours

away.Scores of intriguing coffee fincas pepper the hills around Matagalpa, including the

German-built Selva Negra and the award-winning Esperanza Verde. An hour north of

Matagalpa up a winding mountain road is the refreshing highland city of Jinotega with its

access to fine nature reserves and Apanás lake. From Jinotega, you can descend the

mountains to the agricultural city of Estelí, where the finest cigars in Central America are

rolled.The massive Reserva Natural Miraflor, just outside the city, is the best community

tourism project in the country and offers visitors the rewarding chance to experience rural life

up close.From Estelí it’s possible to continue north to the sleepy village of Somoto and, in the

dry season, take a lazy trip through its nearby canyon. Beyond, the village of Totogalpa offers

glimpses of lost-in-time rural life, as does Ciudad Antigua, which is best accessed from the



border town of Ocotal. Now a stone’s throw from Honduras, getting back to the capital is simply

a matter of jumping on a southbound express bus.Two to three weeks: Granada, Masaya and

San Juan del Surthe best of southern NicaraguaAfter arriving at the international airport, most

travellers skip Managua and make a bee-line for the laid-back colonial city of Granada, just one

hour away. The city’s touristic infrastructure is well developed and it makes a safe base for

exploring the region.In Granada, few visitors can resist a jaunt on Lake Nicaragua, Central

America’s largest freshwater lake, or a trip to Volcán Mombacho, where you can hike or zip-line

through cloud-drenched forests. Alternatively, many head to the mysterious island of Zapatera,

or to the rural communities perched on Mombacho’s slopes.A shopping trip to the city of

Masaya, just 30 minutes from Granada, is an obligatory venture. Few fail to be refreshed by the

tranquil waters of Laguna de Apoyo, whilst side-trips to smoking Volcán Masaya, the pottery

town of San Juan de Oriente and the flower-filled village of Catarina are also rewarding.From

Granada, it’s just a two-hour bus journey to the city of Rivas. From there, you can hop straight

on a bus to the sunny town of San Juan del Sur, 45 minutes away, to enjoy the crashing surf of

the Pacific and, if in season, the unforgettable spectacle of thousands of hatching sea turtles at

the Refugio de Vida Silvestre La Flor.If you can tear yourself away, backtrack to Rivas and beat

a path to the port of San Jorge, 15 minutes down the road. From there, boats regularly depart

to the glorious island of Ometepe with its rustic villages and twin volcano complex. You’ll need

a few days to soak up the ambience and explore everything it has to offer.If time is not an

issue, Ometepe is the departure point for an overnight ferry to the remote Río San Juan

province. Once you’ve arrived in the jungle gateway of San Carlos, you’ll have the option to

explore the teeming wetlands of Guatuzo or the bucolic artists’ colony of the Solentiname

archipelago.A trip down the Río San Juan to the old Spanish fortress of El Castillo, however, is

the real highlight of the region. From there, you’ll be able to organize expeditions into the virgin

rainforests of the Indio-Maíz reserve. Getting back to Managua from this remote area is not as

hard as it seems because single propeller airplanes depart from San Carlos to the capital daily

– an adventure in themselves.Two to three weeks: Bluefields, Corn Islands and Miskito

heartlandCaribbean dreamsNicaragua’s Caribbean coast is a world unto itself, with few roads

and almost zero touristic infrastructure. It offers some seriously challenging adventure travel for

those bold enough to tackle it, and, beyond the well-visited Corn Islands, careful planning is

required to safely navigate this wily frontier land.Bluefields, the heart and soul of the Southern

Atlantic Autonomous Region, is a sensible place to start. A lightly dilapidated but reasonably

populated coastal port, it offers a manageable introduction to the multicultural world of the

Caribbean. Just one hour away along jungle-shrouded rivers, the diverse communities of the

Pearl Lagoon basin offer the chance to really relax into the local way of life.If it’s beaches

you’re seeking, the fabled paradise atolls of the Corn Islands lie five to eight hours from

Bluefields by ferry. Some serious hammock-time is mandatory, but don’t forget to check out the

scintillating coral reefs just off shore.Back on the mainland, the adventure really begins as you

head north to Bilwi, the Miskito capital of the North Atlantic Autonomous Region. There are no

roads from Bluefields so, unless you’re prepared to slog up the coast on random fishing boats,

a plane is the best way in. From Bilwi, you have the option to visit all kinds of interesting end-of-

the-world communities, including the village of Waspam on the Río Coco. This is deep in

Miskito territory and the ride only gets wilder the further you go.South of Waspam, a rugged

seasonal road connects with the interior of Nicaragua. Several bumpy hours away the mining

triangle towns of Rosita, Bonanza and Siuna promise fascinating encounters with indigenous

communities and provide access to the majestic Bosawás Biosphere Reserve. From the mining

triangle the road continues its long, arduous route back to Managua, concluding one of the



most awesome journeys this side of space travel.Whento go… and when not toClimateMost

people prefer to visit western and northern Nicaragua during the rainy season or shortly after

the rains have ended. During the dry season the Pacific Basin receives practically no rain at all

and from mid-February until the rains arrive in late May the region is very hot and dry. During

the rainy season the Pacific Basin is bright green and freshened daily by the rains, which

normally last for less than two hours in the afternoon before clearing and then falling again

during the night. December is an extraordinarily beautiful time to visit the Nicaraguan Pacific,

with all the landscape in bloom, the air still fresh and visibility excellent across the volcanic

ranges.The dry season becomes shorter the further east you travel, and in the Caribbean

Basin it can rain at any time of year. For diving and snorkelling, March to mid-May and late

September to October offer the best chances of finding calm waters with great visibility. For

birdwatching in the rainforest areas of the Río San Juan, the dry season is best as you’ll have

the chance to see the many migratory species and nesting birds. Note: Nicaraguans consider

the dry season (December-May) summer and the rainy season winter, which can lead to

confusion considering the country lies well north (11-16°) of the equator.During Easter week

and between Christmas and New Year all of Nicaragua rushes to the beach, lake and riverfront

areas to swim, drink and dance; avoid these dates if you don’t want to encounter massive

crowds and fully booked hotels.FestivalsLocal celebrations of each town’s patron saint are

listed throughout the book.1 January New Year’s Day.March/April The week leading up to

Easter Sunday is Semana Santa (Holy Week), with massive celebrations countrywide, religious

processions starting on Palm Sunday and ending on Easter Sunday. All rivers, lakes and

beachfronts are full of holidaymakers, most businesses close at 1200 on Wednesday and don’t

reopen until the Monday following Easter.1 May Labour Day.30 May Mother’s Day, many

businesses close after 1200.19 July Anniversary of the 1979 Revolution, most offices close.14

September Battle of San Jacinto, the first victory against William Walker.15 September

Nicaragua’s Independence from Spain, nationwide celebrations, all businesses close and there

are school parades.2 November Día de los Difuntos (Day of the Dead), when families visit

grave sites and decorate their tombs with flowers and fresh paint; most businesses close after

1200.7-8 December La Purísima, a celebration of the Immaculate Conception of Virgin Mary

and the most Nicaraguan of all celebrations. It’s celebrated countrywide with home altars being

visited by singers after 1800 on 7 December and massive fireworks. Most businesses close at

1200 on the 7th and don’t reopen until the 9th.24-25 December Christmas is celebrated with

the family on the evening of 24 December; most businesses close at 1200 on the 24th and

reopen on the 26th, although some stay closed from 23 December to 2 January.31 December

New Year’s Eve is normally spent with family members, or at parties for Managuans, most

businesses close at 1200.Whatto dofrom diving and snorkelling to whitewater raftingNicaragua

has a number of options for independent and organized special-interest travel. Many activities,

such as whitewater rafting, free climbing or windsurfing, provide good opportunities for the

experienced adventure traveller who wants to explore without tourist infrastructure or a safety

net. Those listed below are ones which have been developed by local tour operators and are

accessible to independent travellers. Further details are available in the relevant

chapters.ArchaeologyAlthough the archaeology is not as inspiring as the Mayan temples

further north, Nicaragua’s pre-Columbian history is fascinating. Around the country, museums

display artefacts that have been discovered in each region; the best are at the Palacio Nacional

de la Cultura in Managua (see here), the Museo Antiguo Convento de San Francisco in

Granada (see here) and Museo El Ceibo on Isla Ometepe (see here). In Lake Nicaragua, there

are some remains on the islands of Zapatera (see here) and Ometepe (see here), where you



can see some large basalt statues. Petroglyphs are also present on many islands in Lake

Nicaragua as well as numerous sites around the mainland. Colonial archaeology can be

examined in the UNESCO World Heritage Site of León Viejo (see here). A guide is

recommended since English-language books on Nicaragua’s archaeological heritage are

virtually non-existent.BirdwatchingAccording to the latest count Nicaragua is home to over 700

species of bird, including boat-billed flycatcher, collared aracari, black-headed trogon, wood

stork, roseate spoonbill, long-tailed manikin and osprey. The national bird is the turquoise-

browed mot-mot, beautiful and common in the highlands of Managua. The sheer number of

birds in Nicaragua is amazing.Reserva Biológica Indio Maíz (see here) in Río San Juan area

has primary rainforest with the scarlet macaw still filling the sky with red plumage. The Refugio

de Vida Silvestre Los Guatuzos (see here) has gallery forest and ample wetlands teeming with

birds. The Archipiélago Solentiname (see here) has two islands that are massive nesting sites.

In the northern mountains of Jinotega (see here) and Matagalpa (see here) the cloudforests

are home to many prize bird species like the quetzal. The Montibelli Private Nature Reserve

(see here), Laguna de Apoyo (see here) and the Reserva Natural El Chocoyero (see here),

located just outside the capital, also offer a chance to see many interesting species including

1000 or so nesting parakeets. For those with time, patience and rugged constitutions, the hard-

to-reach Bosawás Biosphere Reserve (see here and here) promises some of the best birding

in Central America with over 400 resident species.SIX OF THE BESTFinal frontiersSan Juan

de NicaraguaLocated at the yawning mouth of the Río San Juan, the Caribbean port of San

Juan de Nicaragua, formerly known as San Juan del Norte, marks the end of a long,

meandering trip on jungle-shrouded river. No roads connect it with the outside world and the

surrounding rainforests – the ancestral home of the indigenous Rama people – are among the

most pristine in Central America. See here.Laguna de PerlasThe diverse and hospitable

communities of the Pearl Lagoon Basin, an hour outside of Bluefields by high-speed panga,

are home to an intriguing blend of Afro-descendant and indigenous cultures. Creole, Garífuna

and Miskito villages sit side by side and maintain a traditional lifestyle very much grounded in

fishing and subsistence agriculture. See here.WaspamPerched on the banks of the mighty Río

Coco, Waspam is the spiritual heart of the ancient Miskito Kingdom. As a trading centre for

scores of remote communities up and down the river, it is just the starting point for a rare

cultural odyssey that leads deep into a mysterious and extraordinary lost-in-time indigenous

world. See here.Las MinasA trio of old mining outposts – Bonanza, Rosita and Siuna – offer

glimpses into a lawless frontier-land that’s more than a little reminiscent of the Wild West.

Thanks to the rising price of gold, these towns are booming again after years of neglect, but

still remain isolated with only rough airstrips and a long, painful dirt road (often washed out in

the wet season) to connect them with the capital. See here.AlamikambaAlamikamba lies at the

end of the road on the banks of the winding Prinzapolka river. It has experienced numerous

episodes of boom and bust serving as an indigenous trading post, river port, ranching centre

and hub for banana production. Today it is the seat of government for the local municipality and

offers some of the best sport fishing anywhere. See here.Reserva de la Biósfera BosawásFew

places are as wild and untamed as the Reserva de la Biósfera Bosawás, the largest protected

area in Nicaragua. The reserve can be accessed from the remote highlands of Jinotega or the

equally remote environs of the mining triangle, but neither journey is easy. However, few

destinations are so rewarding – the wildlife, forests and scenes of rugged natural beauty are

nothing short of spectacular. See here.ClimbingGuided climbs are non-technical in nature.

There is potential for technical climbing, but routes are undeveloped and you need to have to

your own gear as there are no climbing outfitters or stores.The most popular location is the



Maribios volcanic range (see here), set on a broad plain just 20-30 miles inland from the

Pacific Ocean and made up of more than 20 volcanoes, five of which are active. Another key

spot is the island of Ometepe (see here) which has two cones with sparkling lake views. While

the Pacific volcanoes are no higher than 1700 m, the climbs are not as easy as they might

seem. Most routes start just above sea level and are steep with difficult conditions including

sharp rocks, sand and loose terrain, combined with serious heat. See also box,

opposite.CyclingThe options for cycling in Nicaragua are good, with a network of relatively flat,

paved roads connecting the traditional villages of the Pueblos Blancos. For those who like their

biking rugged, the hills around Matagalpa have lots of potential.

nicaragua footprint guide, nicaragua ecological footprint, what are the problems in nicaragua,

how large is nicaragua, is it safe to drive through nicaragua

Scotland Highlands & Islands Handbook, 6th edition (Footprint Handbooks), Málaga & Costa

del Sol (Footprint Handbooks), Hanoi & Northern Vietnam (Footprint Handbooks), Belize,

Guatemala & Southern Mexico (Footprint Handbooks), Vietnam, Cambodia & Laos (Footprint

Handbooks), Ho Chi Minh City & South Vietnam (Footprint Handbooks), Cancun & Yucatan

Peninsula (Footprint Handbooks)

Nobody, “Nice book!. Nice book. Shows all the good spots and navigating while travelling to

Nicaragua.The pages are very thick and sturdy and glossy with a lot of pictures. A lot of

information, but not a lot of the information that I need.”

LYNDA MASAITES, “Good buy. Great book, nice range of choices. They explored high and low

end hotels, restaurants and activities.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Nice little booklet. Nice little booklet, good information. Not a lot of

pictures and fairly vague price indications though. Although I have to admit that prices do

change a lot, so this might actually reflect it better in the end.”

Andrea, “Four Stars. good book with helpful info and lots of additional interesting reading about

history etc.”

John M, “Five Stars. Comprehensive compact guide.”

The book by Navid Kermani has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 7 people have provided feedback.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/keJmD/Nicaragua-Footprint-Handbooks-Part-of-Footprint-Handbooks-35-Books
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